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Abstract: This study extends a previous Goffmann’s work. He categorized gender stereotypes in advertising pictures in USA in the 1970s, in six main groups: relative size, feminine touch, function ranking, family, ritualization of subordination, licensed withdraw. This work is a tentative of a statistical measure of the prevalence of gender’s patterns in print advertisements, in Italy, in 2006. The Hypotheses: strongest gender’s stereotypes survive, some changed, others disappeared. The results show that main gender’s stereotypes are hard to die even though the society has significantly changed, creating “modern” stereotypes. The line between masculinity and femininity seems to be thinner today.
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1. Introduction

This study extends the previous work of the sociologist Erving Goffman (he was born in Canada in 1922 and died in Philadelphia in 1982) called “Gender Advertisements” (Goffman, E. 1978) Gender Advertisements. Harvard University Press: Cambridge, MA, USA). In his study, Goffman observes how the images of gender are represented in the advertising pictures in the 1970s, in the USA. By looking at over 500 different photo advertisements and analyzing the human’s different poses, positioning of the body, clothing, and so on, he categorized gender stereotypes in six main group called, relatively: relative size, feminine touch, function ranking, the family, the ritualization of subordination, and licensed withdraw.

Along the lines of the Goffman’s study, this work is a tentative of a statistical measure of the prevalence of gender’s patterns in print advertisements, in Italy, in 2006. The aim is to observe which changes occurred in the gender’s stereotypes shown in advertisements’ pictures, in western countries after 30 years.

Goffman makes a clear distinction among “private” pictures, “public” pictures and “commercial” pictures. The first ones are the pictures taken in a family or in a friendship circles and featuring persons from these pictures. The public pictures are addressed to a broader audience. So the distinction between private and public pictures mostly “lies in the differing audiences to which the pictures are aimed and the uses to which they are put” (Michael Hvid Jacobsen Paperback, 2010, The Contemporary Goffman, Routledge Studies in Social and Political Thought). Regarding with the commercial ones Goffman says that “there are ways in which commercial realism provides us something that is fuller and richer than the real glimpses”. In fact, we know that “images intentionally alter the perceived reality (e.g., through photographic manipulations)”. The images in the
advertisements have the aim to be attractive for the public they are addressed to. The degree of stereotyping in advertisements is pretty high.

2. Hypotheses

(1) The strongest gender’s stereotypes, identified from Goffman, still survive in the modern advertisements.

(2) Some patterns of gender’s images in print advertisements have changed since Goffman’s study. Some stereotypes are disappeared.

3. Materials and Methods

This study wants to be an empirical study that treats photographic materials as data that are worthy of analysis. A survey has been selected in order to obtain the material of analysis.

3.1. The Survey

Five phases of selection of advertisements pictures.

(1) the population size: 686 magazines (sold in Italy between November 2015 to January 2006) divided in 7 homogeneous categories (called strata);

(2) Survey’s technique: a technique of proportionate stratification has been employed;

(3) First stadium of the stratification: random selection (The syntax for the RANDBETWEEN function in Microsoft Excel is: RANDBETWEEN( bottom, top)) of 2 magazines for each category, there were 941 advertisement’s pictures, of which 580 featured human subjects;

(4) Second stadium of the stratification: 100 pictures were randomly selected from the sample of the previous 580 pictures that has been selected in the first stadium;

The final sample is represented by 100 selected pictures that were considered as “individuals”, as an object of study. Every picture was literally interviewed with a questionnaire.

The idea has been this: treating pictures as they were individuals. As individuals they have structural characteristics. Some main structural characteristics are, for example, the category of magazine they belong to or the target of the advertisement or the price of the magazine or the percentage of pages dedicated to advertisements, etc., etc.

Others characteristics of pictures, following the Goffman’s method, are variables that can show the presence or absence of certain features individuated from Goffman (e.g., bashful knee bend woman’s position or feminine touch, etc., etc.).

Once the database has been fulfilled with the data, some descriptive analyses (made with the software SPSS) show the preliminary results. Then also a Multiple Correspondence Analysis, with the software SPAD, was implemented to show some important outputs.

3.2. Questionnaire

A set of questions have been “asked” these pictures in order to build a database with all the information for the analyses. The structural characteristics of pictures, identified from the questions of the questionnaire, are, for example, the belonging to a certain category of magazine, the target of the advertisement, price of the magazine, the percentage of dedicated pages to advertisements, etc., etc. all the characteristics of pictures were treated as data for the analyses. Following the Goffman’s method, the identified variables are, for example: bashful knee bend woman’s position or feminine touch, etc., etc.

3.3. Analyses

The Software SPSS investigated some preliminary results in order to describe the frequencies of the variables. After that, a Cluster Analysis have shown the main groups of stereotypes and it allowed testing the hypotheses. The Cluster Analysis has been realized with the software SPAD.
4. Results

For each Hypothesis there is one picture of Goffman’s study and one picture from the selected pictures of this study.

4.1. Verifying Hypothesis (1)

“The strongest gender’s stereotypes, identified from Goffman, still survive in the modern advertisements”.

Relative Size: it means that the women are generally shown shorter or smaller in comparison to men, unless women are upper-class. When a woman is upper in terms of the social status, she can be taller than men. In Figure 1 we see a picture of Goffman’s study in comparison with a picture selected for the present study. According to Goffman, relative size can be defined as “one way in which social weight–power, authority, rank, office, renown- is echoed expressively in social situations through relative size, especially height”. “With relative size, women are generally shown smaller or lower than men in terms of girth and height. Although men tend to be biologically taller or larger than females, Goffman suggests that this size difference is manipulated in man-made advertisements to convey difference in status or power in certain social situations. The concept that relative size conveys social status remains relevant even when women are portrayed as the taller or larger individual on screen or in print.” (Goffman, 1979) “Goffman states that on the few occasions when women are pictured taller than men, the men seem almost always to be subordinated in social class status and/or depicted as inferior.” (“The portrayal of women’s images in magazine advertisements: Goffman’s gender analysis revisited”).

It is clear that the women presented in those pictures are upper-class than men. That explains why they are taller.

Feminine Touch: “It is when a woman touches a man or an object in a way that is very loose, and not gripping the object tightly” (Goffman, 1979). In Figure 2 we see a picture of Goffman’s study in comparison with a picture selected for the present study. Women often touch themselves. This is a kind of situation that does not deal with men. Goffman argues that “females in advertising are frequently posing while using their fingers and hands to trace the outlines of an object, or to cradle it.
or to caress its surface”. This type of touch encourages the idea that women are sexually available, weak, and vulnerable in relation to men.

Figure 2. Goffman’s picture and selected picture, self touch.

The “self touching” situation is still a feminine characteristic.

**Function Ranking**: when men and women collaborate to complete a task, the man takes the ‘executive role’. In Figure 3 we see a picture of Goffman’s study in comparison with a picture selected for the present study. Goffman explains function ranking as when men and women collaborate to complete a task, the man takes the ‘executive role’. Goffman exemplifies this advertising phenomena as illustrated in the workplace, at home, in public, and with children. “Two of Goffman’s categories—Relative Size and Function Ranking—were not prevalent depictions in magazine advertisements. Overall, many advertisements showed only females or males rather than the two genders together or a family scene. This might mean that advertisements are frequently targeting more specific audiences.”. “What Erving Goffman shares with contemporary feminists is the felt conviction that beneath the surface of ordinary social behavior innumerable small murders of the mind and spirit take place daily.”

Figure 3. Goffman’s picture and selected picture, The executive role of man.
Also when pictures’ protagonists are children the executive role seems to belong to the “man”.

The Family: When Parents are closer to their children, the father tends to maintain distance between him and his family’s members. Besides there is almost always a close relationship between mother and daughter and between father and son (other pictures of this category in Appendix A, Figures A1–A3). When families are depicted in advertising, parents are shown to be closer to their children of the same gender and in some instances men are shown separate from the rest of the family, in a protective manner.

In Figure 4 we see a picture of Goffman’s study in comparison with a picture selected for the present study.

![Selected picture of Goffman's study and a selected picture](image)

**Figure 4.** Goffman’s picture and selected picture, Family.

In the selected picture of this study, the meaning of “maintaining distance between him and his family’s members” is clear. The father seems to be more distant from the other family’s members. This act shows protectiveness according to Goffman.

Ritualization of Subordination: it serves to demonstrate the women’s role through body positioning techniques such as physical lowering, body without head, bashful knee bend, smiles, and more (other pictures of this category in Appendix A, Figures A4–A7). In Figure 5 we see a picture of Goffman’s study in comparison with a picture selected for the present study.

Physical lowering: woman is physically lower than man.
Licensed withdrawal: women often are not fully within the action or the scene. That means: man behaves, woman appears.

Women often is pictured in advertisement as looking at men. They seems removed from the scene itself. With licensed withdrawal shown in many different types of advertisements, they are seen almost everywhere with many people being exposed to them. In Figure 6, we see a picture of Goffman’s study in comparison with a picture selected for the present study. (another picture of this category in Appendix A, Figure A8)

In the previous pictures, the man is playing and the woman is just observing him.
4.2. Verifying Hypothesis (2)

Some patterns of gender’s images in print advertisements have changed since Goffman’s study. They are “modern woman” and “modern man”. An example in Figure 7 (other pictures of this category in Appendix A, Figures A9–A14).

Modern women and modern man:
Woman in career and feminine man

![Figure 7. Own selected picture women in career and feminine man.](image)

Two of the main “new stereotypes” of gender found in this study, are the inversion of gender roles. Here we can see a woman in career and a man who seem very feminine.

4.3. Verifying Hypothesis (3)

Some stereotypes are disappeared they are: women in clowning, emotional women and women in background. In Figure 8 some pictures of Goffman’s study, that represent this “lost” category.

![Figure 8. Goffman’s picture, women in clowning, emotional women and women in background.](image)

After the analyses, no picture represents this kind of category.
5. Discussion and Conclusions

In advertisements’ pictures in Italy, most of the same “classic” stereotypes, found from Goffman in the USA of 1976 are still there in 2006. The main gender’s stereotypes are hard to die even though the society has significantly changed. These changes have had an influence “modern” stereotypes are born that tell us that the line between masculinity and femininity seems to be thinner today. Besides, some feminine stereotypes from 1976 seem to be completely disappeared, because they don’t represent the modern woman anymore.

The statistical analyses told us that the most beautiful women are shown in advertisements that are addressed to women and the most successful men are shown in advertisements that are addressed to men. We would expected the opposite: beautiful women in advertisements for men and vice versa. But actually one of the most important subliminal message of advertisement is to convince people to emulate the stereotypes they see in those imagines they absorb in their everyday life.

The influence exerted by the proposed stereotypes of media can (more or less consciously) change attitudes, behaviors, and personal needs. Women and men should be brought up to a critical reading of subliminal messages and tacit messages of advertising images, in order to be able to decode the whole worlds, real or imaginary, that the images are able to create in the space of a glance.
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Appendix A (Further images)

The Family:

Figure A1. Goffman’s picture, man and son, woman and daughter.

Figure A2. Own selected picture, man and son.
**Ritualization of subordination**: Body without head

![Figure A3. Own selected picture, woman and daughter.](image)

**Figure A4. Goffman’s picture and selected picture, body without head.**

Bashful knee bend

![Figure A5. Goffman’s picture and selected picture, knee bend.](image)

Smiles
**Figure A6.** Goffman’s picture, women smile more than men.

**Figure A7.** Own selected picture, women smile more than men.

Licensed withdrawal

**Figure A8.** Goffman’s picture and selected picture, the man looks at the woman.

Modern women:

Sexy women
Ordinary woman

Exotic woman

Masculine woman

Modern man:
Fatal man

Figure A13. Own selected picture, Fatal man.

Ridiculous man

Figure A14. Own selected picture, ridiculous man.
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